IS COAST REDWOOD AN ANSWER TO THE
MANGATU PROBLEM?
Abstract
Some special problems of erosion i n the East Coast-Gisborne
region have been tackled by afforestation. Pinus radiata has
been the main species used, but despite its great short-term
advantages it can hardly provide a long-term solution. Various
characteristics of redwood nzake this species highly attractive
i n the long term. The outstanding disadvantage of redwood,
namely, its noto~zouslyslow and erratic start, might be overcome b y using qt!ickcr-starting species as nurse crops which
if could supeusede.
The East Coast-Gisborne region has some major erosion
problems. Of these problems the most spectacular and economically important is presenteld by the upper Waipaoa Catchment, with its fertile but very soft mudstones which are prone
to massive gullying, earthflows and slumping (Olsen, 1970;
Allsop and Johns, 1973). This situation has led to the establishment of Mangatu Forest.
A forest cover is preferred there partly because o~f the
anchoring cffect of the root systems of trees, and partly because the transpiration of a tree canopy is believed to remove
more of the water which percolates downwards and causes
instabil~tybelow the limits of roioting. The erosioin hazard undoubtedly varies considerably between different sites within
the forest, and accordingly the constraints on felling and l o g
ging practices will vary. I t is doubtful whether a very reliable
classificatio~ncan be made olf microsites according to erosion
hazard, so it is probably better to err on the side of pessimism.
Where the erol.;ion hazard is high, or where i t must be as~sumed
to be so, a permanent tree cover seems almost imperative, but
i t is debatable how the tree cover should be managed. One could
argue for main~aininga low oolver, by regular intervention if
necessary, to minimize the risk of wind damage; or, alternatively, it might be appropriate to keep the level of disturbance
lolw by very infrequent and inco~mpletecuttings. In any event
it seems desirable to have a tree cover which allows great
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flexibility of treatment. The silvical rcquirements of an ideal
tree cover are numerotus, but they appear to be as fo~llows:

Immediate requirement:
1. Rapid early gro'wth, fotr quick stabilization.

General requiren7ents:
2. Tolerance of local soil and cllmatic conditions.
3. Dense canopy, which is presumably needed for maximum transpiration of water from soil.

4. Evergreen habit, for remcval of water during the winter
which is the most critical period.

5. Freedolm frolm diseases slid pests.
6. Fire resistance, o r at least tolerance.
7. Deep rootling, for bettcr stabilization.

Long-term requirements:
8. Windifirmness.
9. Ability to1 coppice to allow rapid restolraiion olf full
canopy after logging, and so roots remain alive and
sound.

10. Amenability to regimes cthelr than clearfelling.
11. Amenability to long intervals between cuttings, which
would minimize site disturbance.
12. Prodilction olf large volumes of high-quality material,
even fronr coppice shoots; this could stand the costs
of special logging techniques which would be necessary
if timber were to be harvested.
I t is, however, far too much to expect any one species to
meet all these requirelments. In the event, most of the planting
has been done with pure crops of a single species, Pinus
radiata, and its faults have been accepted along with its advantages. Its rapid and consistent early growth, its ease of
establishment, added to its productivity, represent outstanding
short-term advantages. In the longer term, however, the position looks less satisfactory. If the even-aged crops are going
to1 be replaced with P. radiata there seems to1 be no alternative to clearfelling (intentional or otherwise) on the soft soils,
and in the high-risk sites this woulld create a very dangevolus
situation for some years. T o harvest this species would prabably entail frequent logging, which is hardly desirable. With
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P. radiata in critical catchments the risk of fire becon~esexceptionally sericus; not only is fire carried readily, but such a
fire woluld halt all transpiration on the site folr some time.
Eucalypts have the adbantage of extremely rapid (although
often uneven) early growth, and so'me can produce highquality wolold. However, the very light canopies which they
eventually dlevelop do not seem well suited for water removal.
Many species coppice, but as far as is known the coppice
crops would only be amenable to short cutting cycles for
pulpwood production. Freedom from pests and disease is
hardly assured.
Cuprcssus spp. are under consideration; they can make
fairly rapid early growth, and can apparently produce large
volumes of high-quality timber. But they do not coppice and
their rooting diepth and stability are in question. Although
they may be suitable for large areas in the region, they are
probably nolt the answer for critical catchments.
Poplars, despite fast early growth and deep roolting, have
the outstanding drawback of being decidlu~ous.Health is also
a problem in the presence of Melarnpsora rust.
To date, the efiofrts have been directed mainly at the shortterm needs, bui the long-term requirements must be faced.
Since no known species meets every need it is reas~onableto
think of either mixtures oir successions. We should perhaps
co1nsider what spelcies woulid provide a long-term solution
and then how to bridge the short-term and long-term remedies.
Colast redwood (Sequoia semper~ivens)appears especially
suitable in the long telrm. Its slilvical charactelris~tic in California have been reviewed by Roy (1966). Many of the characteristics in New Zealand are well enough known (Weston,
1971), but in the balance it remains at best unproven for
ordinary commercial forestry. Its outstanding attribute, however, is probably its coppicing behaviour. Not only does it
coppice very frcely, but it can produce large, high-quality
stems from coppice shoots without any tending (Anon, 1972;
Lundquist and Palley, 1963). Growth from coppice sholots is
generally rapid, and in California, where part of the natural
range of the species seems to reflect past climates rather than
present conditions, this secolnd-growth is vigorous over a surprising range of sites (W. J. Libby, pers. comm.). Even longsuppressed treles can grow very rapidly on release, as can be
seen where larch was felled next to the Memorial Redwood
Grove in Whaka Forest. The sprouting behaviour allows rapid
recovery after stem breakage. Windthrow is almolst unknown
in New Zealanci, but in a stand where it has occurred in
Britain vigorous resprouting has taken place (C. G. R.
Chavasse, pers. comm.). Fire would be unlikely in a redwood
crop and at the worst the trees could be expected to resprout.
When once redwood has taken possession of a site, it seems
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almost impossible to eradicate, and at this stage it should be
extremely productive.
Problems with tolerance of notrmal soil conditions in the
region are unlikely, since redwoold grows naturally on a
variety of .mils, which range from being fairly acid to appreciably alkaline (Roy, 1966). Some of these soils are actually
bentonitic in origin (W. J. Libby, pers. comm.), as at Mangatu,
and steps are being taken to impolrt redwood sced from a
bentonite zone in California. There is one edaphic tollerance
of the species which could be of especial significance at Mangatu - its ability to survive smothering of the roots with silt
by producing adventitious roofts near the new grourid' surlace
(Stone and Vasey, 1968). Admittedly, it is very doubthl
whether redwood could survive the sort of roolt smothering
which all too frequently occurs in gullies at Mangatu, but
even a slender possibility is worth pursuing in this situation.
Redwooid is notably free froln dli~seasesand insect pests.
Quality of redwood timber in New Zealand appears to have
been very variable (Weston, 1971). I-Iowever, the evidence
suggests that, with long roltations, adequate stocking, and
probably pruning as well, a high value material can be produced.
The outstandmg problem with redwood is, of course, its
slow start in the first rotation. Unless the site and the cxisting
vegetation are extremely favourable it can remain in check
for many years.
The growing of redwoold with a fast-growing nurse crop
could ineelt this problem in two1 ways. First, the species appears to be much less prone to check in the presence of a
nurse crop. Secondly, the slow start would not matter seriously if in the meantime the nurse crop was stabilizing the
land and producing timber. What would be important is that
redwood sholuld supersede the nurse crop so that a good
forest cover is maintained. Although the pilot plantings of
pure redwood ai Mangatu are making reasonably fast growth,
they are confined to better sites, and are still too slo'w for
immediate protection needs.
Eucalypts appear promising as a nurse crop, with thcir very
rapid early growth and with the light canopy as they get
older. There is the possibility that even P. radiata could serve
as a nurse crop. I have seen redwood planted in mixture with
P. radiata in California, and there is clearly going to be a
good pole stand of redwood when the time comes to1 fell the
pines. P. radiatu may well produce1 excessive shade in New
Zealand, but it might be possible to underplant redwood as
stands get a bit older.
Developments in nursery and establishment techniques
might also contribute to faster early growth. Trials in this
connection have already been initiated by Dr G. B. Sweet at
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the Forest Research Institute, and this include the testing of
alternative nurse crops. Seed from three wirdely separated Californian provenances has allso been obtained.
The proposed use of redwood could involve carrying the
establishment costs for the full term of the nurse crop before
the re-eldwood even begjns to make significant grolwth. Long
rotations for the redwolod would add to the colsts, but the
operation could still be chelap in relation to the underlying
problem. And in really critical catchments any wood production is essentially a bonus.
The species has caused many disappointments in the past,
and its value even in this case is speculative. Nevertheless, it
has a practically unique combination of silvical characteristics
which may well offer the best long-term solution to an exceptional problem. It therefore warrants serious investigation.
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